(SAMPLE)
FORENSIC EXAMINATION REPORT

(Title Goes Here!)

Date:
Lab: Cyber Sleuth Labs
Case Number:
Cyber Sleuth: (Your Code Name)
Introduction
(Explain WHY a forensics examination is being conducted. Remember to stay neutral and just state facts.)
Executive Summary
(Make a short overview statement outlining any significant results of your examination.)
Evidence Summary
(List any data sources that were collected and preserved during the examination, what tools were used to analyze the data)
Case Item # 001
Description of Device(s) (or location where data was stored e.g. iCloud, iTunes Backup, Google Drive, Smartphone etc.):
Owners of Device: (Character One)
Received/Permission From: (Character One or parent/guardian)
Device Manufacturer: (Apple, Motorola, LG)
Model Name/Number
Storage Capacity:
Operating System/Version #:
Security Patch Installed:
Phone Provider: (Sprint, Verizon)
Phone Number:
Serial/Number (S/N):
IMEI Number:
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Evidence Summary continued
Case Item # 002
Description of Device (or location where data was stored e.g. iCloud, iTunes Backup, Google Drive, Smartphone etc.):
Owners of Device: (Character One)
Received/Permission From: (Character Ones mother)
Device Manufacturer
Model Name/Number
Storage Capacity:
Operating System/Version #: (Security Patch Installed:))
Phone Provider: (Sprint, Verizon)
Phone Number:
Serial/Number (S/N):
IMEI Number:
Forensic Methodology and Analysis
(2-3 Paragraphs describing your investigation in greater detail. For example, if you looked at one source of evidence and did not find anything
of interest, where else you may have looked and found that data and why? Describe how you conducted your examination, for instance, what
tools you used, if you verified the integrity of your results (using hash values) and what the outcome was. Remember to write down facts and
procedures and not draw conclusions. Include any pictures or data that you found in the virtual lab into your report here or if its very long you
can put a small piece here and add the rest of it as an appendix. If you have more than one appendix you simply add letters ( A, B,C etc.))
Conclusion
(This is the summary of the results of your examination. Explain what the data INDICATED about the mission you were given to solve. Were
you able to fill in the missing data pieces to solve the mystery??? If so, what pieces of evidence, if any, did you examine that led you to reach a
conclusion?)
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